THE GOATS ARE HERE!

You will notice some new temporary residents at Point Pinole as you enjoy your walk through the Park today. The 4 legged staff of Goats R Us will be busy at work on the premises. They are working here as an alternative to mechanical or chemical methods for fire control. They will be supervised not only by Park staff, but also by their very own shepherd and Border Collie.

You can help make this program a success by respecting the “Dogs on Leash” rule when you pass by the goats. Chances are, most urban dogs have never encountered a herd of livestock, and even the best behaved, well loved pets can quickly become out of control carnivores.

Also, the goats are contained within a very high powered electric fence, which produces a large shock when touched. We know your pets safety is important to you, so signs indicating the goats location will be placed well in advance of the site.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

THE GOATS & STAFF